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What Machine Learning can learn
from Software Modularity

Peter Kriens and Tim Verbelen

Abstract—In the last couple of years we have witnessed an enormous increase of machine learning (ML) applications. More and more
program functions are no longer written in code, but learnt from a huge amount of data samples using an ML algorithm. However, what
is often overlooked is the complexity of managing the resulting ML models as well as bringing these into real production systems. In
software engineering, we have spent decades on developing tools and methodologies to create, manage and assemble complex
software modules. We present an overview of current techniques to manage complex software, and how this applies to ML models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN the past two decades we have seen an enormous pro-
liferation of machine learning (ML) applications, mainly

due to the success of deep learning algorithms in the fields
of image processing, speech recognition and machine trans-
lation [1]. Also in academia one witnesses an exponential
growth of research papers on machine learning techniques.

However, what is often overlooked is the complexity
of managing a pipeline to learn these models as well as
bringing these state of the art machine learning techniques
into a real production system [2]. The highly experimental
workflow of training an ML model, where a huge amount
of hyperparameters can be tested and tweaked, leads to
the widespread use of anti-patterns such as “glue code”,
“(build) pipeline jungles” and many dead experimental
code paths [3]. For example, Lin and Ryaboy [4] describe
their work of building the Twitter big data mining infras-
tructure as mainly plumbing. Although plumbing is usually
not regarded as high tech, the consequences of bad plumb-
ing can be equally unpleasant in real life as in software.

2 MACHINE LEARNING WORKFLOW

In general one can identify two phases in developing and
deploying a machine learning model, as shown in Figure 1.
It all starts with the availability of data, which is often
extracted from a production system. This data needs to be
cleaned, transformed to a common format, and be made
available as a dataset to work with. This dataset can then
be consumed by a machine learning algorithm that trains
an ML model by adjusting its parameters to best fit the
dataset. A typical neural network is comprised of millions
of parameters that need to be optimized, and in addition
also the ML algorithm itself is influenced by a number of
hyperparameters. Something as small as the random seed for
the learning phase can have a significant impact on the
training outcome [5]. Deciding on these hyperparameters
is usually the realm of the (well paid) data scientists that
“work their magic” on the data using programming lan-
guages like Python and R.

The result, which we call the ML model, typically con-
sists of on the one hand the values of the trained parameters,
and on the other hand the computation graph that defines

how these parameters are used in a number of operations
for transforming the input. Once the ML model is trained,
it can be used to issue predictions based on incoming new
data, also called inference. However, deploying an ML model
involves industrializing it. The model has to be integrated
with the existing production system(s): it will depend on
software modules to ingress the data, and other modules
will depend on the ML model predictions for further pro-
cessing. Also, it has to become robust, must be resilient to
simple faults, and should also adhere to all service level
agreements in place. Deploying ML models is typically the
job of software engineers.

Clearly, an ML model now starts to look like any other
software module, and we should take care of the software
engineering aspects: it has dependencies that need to be
managed, it needs to be maintained over time while it is
continuously evolving, it has requirements on the runtime,
etc. If we treat it as a software artifact then what lessons can
we learn from software engineering?
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Fig. 1. A typical machine learning workflow. During training a dataset
and hyperparameters are fed into an ML algorithm which produces a
trained model consisting of a computation graph and trained parame-
ters. At inference time the trained model is ingressed with new data and
the resulting predictions are used in the production system.
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3 WHAT MAKES A SOFTWARE MODULE?
Software engineering, even though being a relatively young
engineering discipline, has matured in the past few decades.
Today, applications are routinely built from hundreds,
sometimes thousands, of open source and in-house libraries.
For example, Maven Central is a Java repository that hosts
millions of freely available libraries. Many of those libraries
are of high quality and are widely used in critical enterprise
applications. NPM is a free repository for Javascript/N-
odejs libraries that has hundreds of thousands of pack-
ages. Python has PyPI, and almost any popular language
provides a central repository with reusable libraries. The
amount of reuse of software libraries today went way be-
yond what was deemed possible a mere 20 years ago.

This transition has not been painless and many lessons
were learned along the way. The primary lesson software
repositories have taught us is that the packaging is quite cru-
cial. All these repositories provide standardized formats and
metadata. Data that describes an artifact in machine readable
form and provides information about its dependencies.

In the following sections we discuss the most important
aspects that made software modules so successful. In these
sections we use the term module for a software project that
evolves over time and a revision a released version of that
module. A library is a module intended to be reused by other
modules.

3.1 Semantic Versioning
The basic function of a version is to be able to discriminate
between two revisions of the same module. Initially a version
was an opaque string that humans could use to see which
revision was older. Since the version was usually the only
piece of metadata that survived different stages in the
development pipeline, developers tried to cram more and
more information in the version string.

One of the primary pieces of metadata that was put
in the version was the backward compatibility status of a
revision with respect to its predecessors. Was a new revision
a simple drop in replacement or would it require changes in
the code of its users? After many version wars (developers
are surprisingly picky about versions, we personally found
out) over the syntax of the version format, the industry
seemed to finally have settled on a standard promoted
by Github called semantic versioning. From the semver.org
website [6]:

Given a version number MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH, incre-
ment the:

• MAJOR version when you make incompatible API
changes,

• MINOR version when you add functionality in a
backwards-compatible manner, and

• PATCH version when you make backwards-
compatible bug fixes.

This means that if a library A is built against version
1.2.3 of library B then library A can be used in the same
runtime with B, as long as B has a version in the range of
[1.2.3, 2.0.0). If A is ever in the same runtime with a B that
has version 2.1.8 then there is a potential problem. In that
case, B is not guaranteed to work with A.

Since semantic versions can be interpreted by tools, it
enables more verification in runtime to ensure that modules
are actually compatible with each other. Clearly a major
problem is that humans are notoriously bad in maintaining
versions. Humans need tools to do this correctly once a
system reaches a certain size.

3.2 Dependencies
Few modules are an island, therefore, in the majority of
cases modules depend on other libraries. These depen-
dencies together create a graph. Virtually all repositories
provide metadata that can refer to other libraries that must
be included in the assembly. Since it is so easy to depend
on other libraries the graph is often surprisingly large, espe-
cially in open source. A popular library in the Java world is
Spring. Once you use one module, you use all its modules.
This is a problem as large transitive depency graphs can
pose constraints that are hard or sometimes impossible to
solve. Figure 2 shows how modules transitively depend on
each other.

Fig. 2. The transitive dependencies of module A are the direct depen-
dencies D and F, as well as all recursive dependencies of those.

3.3 Runtime Assembly
At the end, all software artifacts need to be deployed to-
gether in a runtime. In the Unix world it became common
to compile the modules on the target system. This allows the
code to be optimized for the target but it creates a nightmare
of complexity to synchronize the build environments of
all machines that deploy the target. Few things are more
frustrating as installing an enticing application and seeing a
Python exception pointing out that the C compiler failed
on one of the hundreds of C sources somewhere deep
in a highly complex Makefile. Kudos to the developers
that provide us with those applications but for large scale
industrial applications it just does not work that well. In
that world, binaries are required to keep the deployments
manageable.

Reusing external libraries in binary form has the advan-
tage that the (often significant) complexity of their build
systems is not visible to the users of those libraries. Depend-
ing on binaries, developers can use a completely different
toolsets to build their applications than the developers of
the libraries they rely upon. This is a hard to overestimate
reduction in complexity. Although there are some new chal-
lenges, well managed binaries provide serious advantages in
many stages of development pipeline.
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One of those new challenges is to assemble the appli-
cation out of all its parts so that it can run on its target
environment. The assembly phase collects all the libraries and
transforms them into one or more artifacts that the target
can execute. This can for example be an executable for Linux
but also a deployment package for Kubernetes. When this
assembled application consists of hundreds or thousands of
libraries that each have their own web of dependencies then
it is paramount that tools can verify that all modules are
actually compatible with all other modules.

To be able to assemble applications reliably, it is abso-
lutely necessary to define the structure and metadata that
is used through the whole development pipeline. Software
repositories like Maven and NPM have standardized the
metadata for module naming and versioning.

4 HOW ABOUT ML MODELS?
Ultimately, ML models are software too, and it appears
that, very similarly, we also have to manage their version,
dependencies and runtime assembly. In contrary to software
modules however, these concepts seem so far less estab-
lished in the field of data science.

Managing compatibility is a non trivial task since quite
often the data scientists continue to tweak the ML model
while it is being deployed. There is a very strong coupling
between the trained ML model and the format of the input
and the delivered output. The ML inference engine expects
exactly the same data format as that what was used to
train the ML model. Even the slightest change can wreak
havoc. Although ML models can be surprisingly forgiving
for fuzzy input, they are furies when it comes to the wrong
data format.

For example, if the data is trained on images with a
resolution of 224x224 pixels then the ML model will most
often only provide answers for that resolution. When the
input image to the inference engine is 1280x960 then this
has to be scaled or cropped to match the resolution at
training time. The same is true for the output side. If the
data scientists decided to change the classification then the
module that takes the predictions must be adapted to accept
those new classes.

The problem is even more apparent when resolution
matches, but the semantic meaning does not. In contrast
with almost any software module, ML models do not vali-
date input nor output: any matching bit pattern is fair game.
If you input an image encoded as floating point numbers
naively rescaled between zero and one, while the ML model
was trained on images normalized such that your dataset
images have mean zero, then the model will give you an
output, but you have no idea whether this is a valid output,
most probably not. For example it has been shown that
by adding a very small amount of carefully constructed
noise you can get an image that looks exactly like a panda
to a human, to be classified by a neural network as a
“gibbon” [7]. Diagnosing these problems can be a nightmare
since there are many reasons the output of an ML inference
engine can resemble gibberish.

Hence it is clear that, in addition to source code depen-
dencies, an ML model has a more subtle, yet more important
dependency on data - the dataset used to train the model.

This makes them increasingly harder to manage. Repro-
ducible builds as we know them from software engineering
become much more harder, if not impossible. You can easily
check out a version of your source code from your code
versioning system, not so from your billion records (and
growing) dataset.

Also the phase of packaging and assembly of ML models
is often overlooked. For example, trained neural networks
are generally stored in a custom format depending on the
framework used. In Pytorch, the recommended way is to
store only the trained parameters [8], which assumes the
model code is carved in stone and will not change when
the parameters are loaded in the future. TensorFlow stores
both the computation graph and the trained parameters in a
portable format, and also provides a serving mechanism to
expose the ML model as a REST endpoint [9]. TensorFlow
serving also introduces a very limited concept of versioning
by dumping each new model in a separate subdirectory on
the filesystem with a monotonically increasing integer as
name. The Open Neural Network eXchange (ONNX) for-
mat aims to provide a platform-agnostic format for storing
both the computation graph and trained parameters [10].
Although this is a step in the right direction - providing
a generic packaging for a model - there is still a lack of
declaring all necessary dependencies and metadata.

5 REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES

Trying to map ML models to the standard version and
dependency models available in software, like for example
Maven, left one of us not satisfied with the existing so-
lutions. In another project he had used OSGi to develop
applications and expected that some of the mechanisms
developed in OSGi could be extremely useful.

5.1 OSGi
OSGi is a specification for Java based applications that
provides a very comprehensive life cycle model for reusable
module based software engineering. It is very mature and
there are many different implementations available. A well
known product based on OSGi is the Eclipse IDE.

One of the unique aspects of OSGi is the treatment
of dependencies. Instead of the common and widespread
model where each module depends on a set of other modules
transitively, the OSGi chose to model dependencies on the
concept of capabilities [11].

In OSGi, modules never depend on other modules, they
depend on APIs. That is, the API became an independent
reified entity provided by a module. Although separate
API’s have been best practice for quite some time, the idea
to make the API a first class citizen in the dependency
model is new as far as we know. The success of this API
as a dependency anchor made the OSGi adopt a model where
modules have many different types of dependencies.

The OSGi therefore took the innovative step to abstract
dependency types into the Requirements and Capabilities spec-
ification. This specification defines how generic capabilities
and requirements are encoded and allows almost anything
that a developer can make assumptions about to be specified
as a requirement on capabilities so that it can be verified by
tools.
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Capabilities and requirements are typed by a names-
pace, which defines the meaning of a set of properties. A
namespace is similar to a type in a programming language.
Properties are simple key/value pairs, where the values
can only contain a very restricted set of types. The OSGi
defines a number of namespaces for their own uses but any
developer can develop their own namespaces, the model is
fully extensible.

A capability is a namespace and a set of properties. A
requirement is a namespace and a filter expression that is
asserted on the properties of the capabilities in the same
namespace. The expressive filter language supports con-
junction (and), disjunction (or), negation (not), and subex-
pressions to any reasonable depth.

Finally, Resources (Fig. 3) are the modules that group a
set of requirements and capabilities. Resources can be any
binary file, they are not restricted to be OSGi modules.

Fig. 3. A Resource is defined by its Capabilities - what it offers - and its
Requirements - what it needs to function.

Resources are assembled into a runtime using a Resolver.
A resolver takes a set of initial requirements and repositories
with Resources. Since each resource is described by capabil-
ities and requirements, the Resolver can calculate a closure
of Resources that have no unsatisfied requirements. This
closure is an assembly that can be safely deployed.

For example, a Java class might have an import state-
ment to depend on a package “com.example.foo”. Tooling
therefore adds a package requirement to its module. This
would look something like the following in the metadata:

osgi.wiring.package;
filter:=’(osgi.wiring.package=com.example.foo)’

The resolver will then select a module that has the
following capability:

osgi.wiring.package;
osgi.wiring.package=’com.example.foo’

For most developers in the trenches this sounds unrealis-
tic since they are used to the myriad of ways that things fail.
It is hard to imagine for them that the enormous complexity
they are faced with daily could be helped by such a rela-
tively simple model. It is true that reaching “cruise level”
with the Requirements Capability model is an uphill battle.
Getting started with it shows the enormous amount of
unmanaged assumptions that are made in existing software.
Assumptions that are so often the cause of bugs. Although
there are now many tools for managing and generating the
metadata, fixing the until then unreported bugs is a major
task. However, when civil engineers build bridges, they
also do not complain that all structural parts need to be
calculated for many parameters. Software has always been
a very non-engineering task that has been relying more on
human ingenuity than proper engineering.

5.2 Potential usage in ML models
As a prototype, we also applied this Requirements Capa-
bility model to neural network models [12]. The resulting
artifact, in casu a ‘.jar‘ file, contains not only the definition of
the computation graph and the trained parameters, but also
several capabilities of the model. For example, what does
the model accept as input? I.e. images of a certain width x
height resolution. What does the model yield as output? A
set of labels of a classification problem. Another capability
defines the dataset the model was trained on.

An example capability could look like this:

ml.model;
input=image;
input.height:Long=28;
input.width:Long=28;
output.type=digit;
output.size:Long=10;
dataset=MNIST;
version:String=1.0.0

The previous capability defines an ML model that is
trained on the MNIST dataset, which consists out of 28x28
images of digits between 0 and 9.

The model also defines a set of requirements: which
packages are required that provide implementations of the
necessary operations for executing the computation graph.
One might also add hardware requirements in terms of GPU
availability or memory.

The real benefit becomes apparent when writing a con-
sumer. On the consumer side, requirements can be declared,
for example on the resolution of images that need to be
processed, and which types need to be classified. Using the
OSGi Resolver, one can then automatically assemble a set of
artifacts that resolve a transitive closure of the consumer’s
requirements, containing a suitable ML model, together
with all necessary implementations to actually execute this
on the hardware at hand. It is hard to overestimate the value
of moving these type of detailed dependency handling away
from humans.

For example a consumer might define the following
requirement:

ml.model;
filter:=’(\&

(input=image)
(input.width>=28)
(input.height>=28)
(output.type=digit)
(|(dataset=MNIST)(dataset=SVHN)))’

This requirement states that it wants to process images
and classify these as digits, but it takes models that are
trained on either the MNIST or SVHN dataset.

5.3 Future outlook
Despite the apparent need of developing better software
engineering practices in light of the machine learning evolu-
tion, those challenges still remain [13]. Recent surveys [14],
[15], [16] still list many open issues regarding ML model
deployment, integration and maintenance. Due to their de-
pendency on the data they are trained with, ML models
may exhibit non-monotonic error behavior and are much
more difficult to test and integrate [17]. Meanwhile, other
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scientists also stress the importance of more carefully cu-
rating metadata for datasets [18] and many other (hy-
per)parameters involved in ML model training [19]. We
believe further formalizing such metadata as requirements
and capabilities, which enables the automatic resolving of
compatible components, will be indispensable as system
complexity further increases.

6 CONCLUSION

In the seminal book the Mythical Man Month [20], Brooks
describes how a two men garage team can do in days
what professional teams do in months. He explains the
discrepancy that a product is much more than the software
alone. All developers know how easy it is to get a pro-
gram working and how much drudgery work is involved
in industrializing that program into a product. Experience
has taught us the importance of carefully modularizing,
packaging and assembling software, e.g. by adding version
and dependency metadata.

The OSGi Requirements/Capability model is the first
model we know that tries to provide generic metadata so
that all stages of development can verify the assumptions of
earlier stages with tooling, preventing a surprisingly large
number of errors in the later stages of development and
automating traditionally cumbersome tasks.

With the proliferation of machine learning, increasingly
many program functions are no longer captured in code,
but learnt from a dataset and an ML algorithm. However,
in the total workflow of creating such an ML model, the
deployment phase often comes as an afterthought. Still,
the resulting ML models experience the same deployment
model as many other software modules. In addition, their
unique characteristics can make them even more complex
to deploy in production. By explicitly declaring the capa-
bilities and requirements, and automatically resolving them
at development time, many downstream problems with the
models can be prevented before they become visible to the
customer. This urges for a new packaging model for ML
models that captures all necessary metadata to automate the
assembly process.
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